
Special points 
of interest: 

• It looks as if we are 
set to rally and 
challenge the 
resistance in the 114 
area on SPY. Should 
we go through 114 
we could have 
significant upside. 

• Weekly NY 
Advance/Decline 
figures were positive, 
and NASADAQ 
figures were only 
slightly negative. 

• The commodity 
markets have traded 
back down into 
support and the 
seasonally favorable 
period for oil is fast 
coming to an end.  

• The Dollar looks to 
have held the 80.00 
area and could test 
85 or higher.   
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Once again, we acknowledge that if we are going to be wrong, now is the time. That 
said, it looks as if we are set to rally and challenge the resistance in the 114 area 
on SPY. Should we go through 114 we could have significant upside. Should the 
market fail again either there, or at this area, 950 to 900 on the S&P 500 on the 
downside cannot be ruled out. 

So far, we have been wrong about bonds, but we remain cautious. They are near 
resistance.  

The seasonally favorable period for oil is ending, and commodities could start to lag.  

The dollar looks to rally a bit, and the Yen decline.  

International markets on the whole look better than their U.S. counterparts. 
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Summary of Market View
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“What IS 
interesting, given 
the violence of 
the decline, was 
that weekly NY 
Advance/Decline 
figures were 
positive, and 
NASADAQ figures 
were only slightly 
negative.” 

 The stock market came down into the 1070 to 1080 on the S&P 500 we had been 
looking for to set up another short-term buy. The gap at 107 on the SPY is filled as 
well. Last week was options expiration, so choppiness and erratic trading occurred 
and was not a surprise. What IS interesting, given the violence of the decline, 
was that weekly NY Advance/Decline figures were positive, and NASDAQ 
figures were only slightly negative.  

We had questions about the New Highs/New Lows numbers and these remained 
positive as well – we show our NH/NL indicator in the Chart of Interest section.  

There are some concerns, mostly that our accumulation models on the SPY and 
QQQQ are lagging the market and at resistance. This can, and would likely be, 
changed if the market can rally here – but if it does not trade well this rally, should it 
occur, could give way to a more significant decline. 

Our sector report is coming out later today, but there are some notes from that report 
we wish to highlight. First, we continue to see strength in Industrials and 
Materials. Such strength would be unlikely if the economy was going to weaken 
from here. Second, financials continue to look weak and even if they should rally, 
unless the XLF can make it through 18, this remains an underweight in our work. 
Third, the Technology ETF (IYW) looks weak, but that may be because of Apple 
(AAPL).  Tech stocks themselves look better than the ETF. 
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Stocks Review



 

 

The bond market continues to move up, but now my accumulation model is starting to 
lag.  The FPO (Fred’s Price Oscillator) on the TLT is close to the sell area. I would 
continue to emphasize the LQD over the TLT for now, and remain cautious on 
bonds in general.  

We note that the LQD is at resistance at 112 on the monthly chart, and the TLT hits 
resistance at 108.00. Our concern remains that this market is getting frothy and could 
drop abruptly.  We have been wrong on this market so far, but remain concerned 
that we are peaking in here, and could drop sharply into the fall. Let’s see how this 
week works out – right now both TLT and LQD are up on gaps, and these could fill. 

 

 

Fixed Income Review 

“I would 
continue to 
emphasize the 
LQD over the 
TLT for now, 
and remain 
cautious on 
bonds in 
general.” 
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“The commodity 
markets have 
traded back 
down into 
support and the 
seasonally 
favorable period 
for oil is fast 
coming to an 
end.” 

The commodity markets have traded back down into support and the seasonally favorable 
period for oil is fast coming to an end. This suggests that commodity and related stocks 
may start to under perform from now into fall. Agricultural commodities look a bit better than 
the energy complex and for commodity exposure the two ETFs we mentioned last week 
(and which got us into Barron’s!) – Dow Jones UBS Grains iPath TR Sub Index ETN (JJG) 
and Market Vectors Agribusiness ETF (MOO), look better than the energy complex.  

We are very interested in the JJG I would have positions in these, but be circumspect as 
they also have a tendency to peak in the fall.  

Natural Gas has broken down through the 7.00 area on the United States Natural Gas 
(UNG) but not by much.  A move below 6.75 would concern us, otherwise this is okay, 
and a move up towards the 7.75 to 8.00 range is expected. Unlike Crude, this market 
can trade up into winter from here as demand for natural gas grows with the 
commencement of the heating season. 

 

Commodity Review
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International markets are interesting here. First and foremost, the Dollar looks to 
have held the 80.00 area and could test 85 or higher. Note that the weekly 
stochastic on the buck has moved down into the buy zone.  If this trade is to work on 
the upside, now is the time.  

In turn, the Japanese Yen Trust Currency Shares (FXY) is giving some selling 
indications and could fall to the 111 area without too much of a push. That would 
be a normal pullback in an uptrend, but should 111 break a move to 107.50 could 
occur. This would be good for Japanese stocks. When we turn to the Japan Smaller 
Cap Fund (JOF) we note that it is right on support and the weekly stochastic has 
come down enough to make this interesting on the long side. It is in buy mode, 
having moved below and then above 20.  

The Euro Trust Currency Shares (FXE) could weaken a bit, but not too much in here – 
maybe to 123.00.  

A quick note on Australia, as there is some political stuff going on there this weekend. 
The MSCI Australian iShares Index (EWA) has experienced a minor correction in 
line with other equity markets and looks poised to advance as well.  So does the 
Australian Dollar (FXA). From this I would guess that this political news is good for 
Australia, and Asian markets in general. We also note that BOTH of these ETFs look 
stronger than the SPY at this juncture. 

International Review 

“The Dollar 
looks to have 
held the 80.00 
area and could 
test 85 or 
higher.” 
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We had questions about the breadth in general and New Highs/New lows in 
particular, so we show our New Highs/New Lows indicator. While the market has 
corrected a bit, this indicator has hardly budged. It remains in a bullish configuration. 
Recall that this indicator has a long lead-time, so it looks a bit more bullish for the 
long term. 
 

 

 

Weekly Chart of Interest

The FRED Report was started to provide Financial Advisors across firms and platforms access to 
unbiased market research. The President of the Fred Report, Fred Meissner, CMT, has been practicing 
Technical Market Analysis since 1983 and has worked in the research departments of Merrill Lynch and 
Robinson – Humphrey /Smith Barney. In addition he has served the public as a portfolio manager and 
financial advisor. We know the problems advisors face and have devoted our career to helping advisors 
find the best possible investments in all environments. We want to help you help your clients and grow 
your business. 

About Our Organization 
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Research used in this report does not purport to be comprehensive or to contain all the information which a 
prospective investor may need in order to make an investment decision. The information is based on publicly 
available information and sources, which the publisher believes to be reliable, but does not represent to be 
accurate or complete, and it should not be relied on as such. The publisher may update any research report 
as it determines appropriate, in its sole discretion. Each reader of this report must make its own 
investigation and assessment of the information presented herein. No representation, warranty or 
undertaking, express or implied, is or will be made or given and no responsibility or liability is or will be 
accepted by Fredco Holdings, Inc. or by any of its directors, officers, employees, agents or advisers, in 
relation to the accuracy or completeness of this presentation or any written or oral information made 
available in connection with the information presented herein. Any responsibility or liability for any such 
information is expressly disclaimed. Any person or entity who does rely on this report does so at his/her own 
risk and by doing so  assumes all liability for any such loss, harm or other detriment.   

The information contained herein was prepared by Fredco Holdings, which is solely responsible for the 
contents of this report.  Although Fred Meissner, Jr. is a registered representative of Lamon & Stern, Inc., 
neither Lamon & Stern nor any of its principals, officers, affiliates, agents or employees is in any way 
responsible for the contents of this message. 

All prices provided within this research report are a snapshot taken as soon as practicable prior to the 
release of the report. No representation is made as to the current prices of securities. 

 

Disclaimers: 


